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Disclaimer

The opinions expressed in this presentation are those of the author only. They are inspired by the 
work that the author is doing for both Swiss Re and the SAA, but they do not necessarily reflect any 

official view of either Swiss Re or the SAA.
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Major Topics
FINMA-regulated insurance market
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Regulation

IFRS 17 Actuarial Data 
Science

Low interest 
rates

Sustainability



SAV Fachgruppe «Data Science»
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− Anja Friedrich

− Frank Genheimer

− Thomas Hull

− Dr. Christian Lorentzen

− David Lüthi (Stv)

− Dr. Michael Mayer

− Dr. Daniel Meier (Stv)

− Dr. Jürg Schelldorfer 
(Leitung)

− Dr. Alessandro Torre

− Dr. Andreas Troxler

− Prof. Dr. Mario Wüthrich

• …und viele weitere welche in 
den letzten 5 Jahren 
temporär mitgearbeitet 
haben.

www.actuarialdatascience.org

http://www.actuarialdatascience.org/


What is (Actuarial) Data Science?
Definition(s) und differences Data Science / Actuarial Science(1)
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… intersection of …
• Mathematics and 

statistics
• Computer science / IT
• Domain / Business 

Knowledge

(1) Aus: Data Science Strategy, Data Science working group, SAA, Version 2.0, August 2018

https://www.actuarialdatascience.org/.cm4all/iproc.php/Strategie_DataScience_V2.0_EN.pdf?cdp=a


What is Data Science?
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Opportunities
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1 – Unstructured data

• Actuaries are trained and used to work with tabular/structured data. The big(ger) amount of data in an insurance company 
are unstructured data (text, images, pdfs,…)

• Unstructured data should and can be used by actuaries, as many technologies (e.g. extract text from pdf’s) become a 
«commodity».

• Concrete Examples:
• Free text fields to classify a claims to a specific claim type (e.g. glass, theft,…)

• Extract information from structured pdf’s

• Extract daily COVID-19 cases from pdf’s

• Use text field to model the claims severities for worker’s compensation claims data (Tutorial here)

• Predict number of injured in car collisions from police reports <-> insurance claims (Tutorial to come)
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https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3900350


2 – More data

• Having big data is not the standard for actuaries, it is still the exception. Insurance companies are not the big data owners, 
as they are in the second line of the industry (enabling business, not creating business).

• Design products and actively engage in product development. Ideas: The Geneva Assocation, Swiss Re

• Collaborations with third-party data provider

• Concrete Examples:
• Telematics data

• Vessel real-time data (Link)

• Shipment goods data

• Sensor data for property insurance (The Geneva Association: From Risk Transfer to Risk Mitigation)

• Electronic Health Records (EHR) data

• (Tracking data)

• (…)
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https://www.genevaassociation.org/sites/default/files/research-topics-document-type/pdf_public/iot_insurance_research_report.pdf
https://www.swissre.com/institute/research/sigma-research/sigma-2019-04.html
https://www.marinetraffic.com/en/ais/home/centerx:-12.0/centery:25.0/zoom:4
https://www.genevaassociation.org/sites/default/files/research-topics-document-type/pdf_public/iot_insurance_research_report.pdf


3 – Models and algorithms

• Advanced statistical and machine learning algorithms are seamlessly available through open source software libraries (e.g. 
Python, R)

• Commercial software providers have recognized the first point.

• Neural networks can be easily fitted with Python/R using a few lines of code.

• New is the seamlessly availability and the simple usage of the algorithms. The statistical models are not new.

• Concrete Examples:
• Fitting a simple Neural Network using R/Python

• Fitting Classification and Regression Tree, Random Forest, Boosting

• Fitting clustering algorithms
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https://keras.rstudio.com/

https://keras.rstudio.com/


4 – Technology and computing power

• «2 – Big(ger) data» and «3 - Algorithms» are useful due to the available computing power to fit complex mathematical 
models.

• Many technologies/tools (see below) enable the development of machine learning models

• Concrete Examples:
• Git (Link)

• Jupyter notebooks (Link)

• R Shiny Apps (Link): Deploy a dahsboard company-internally for management

• R Markdown (Link)

• Deploy and retrain models frequently

• Deploy pricing model, re-trained every day (Parametric Flight Delay Insurance, Swiss Re)

• Accident images

• Satellite images
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https://git-scm.com/
https://jupyter.org/
https://shiny.rstudio.com/
https://rmarkdown.rstudio.com/
https://www.swissre.com/reinsurance/property-and-casualty/solutions/parametric-solutions/parametric-flight-delay-insurance.html


5 – Processes and efficiency

• Using new technological tools (see previous slides) enables actuaries to improve processes and increase their efficiency, 
and allows the actuaries to focus on the core.

• Concrete Examples:
• R package(s) for calculating special reserves

• Automating reports with R markdown (EAA training)

• Find easily structure not yet caputed in a simple model (Tutorial here)

• Speed up finding interactions in glms
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https://actuarial-academy.com/seminars/seminar?No=E0263
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3900350


Challenges
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1 – Data quality

• Data are the foundation of data science.

• The quality of the data remains as important as ever! «Garbage in – garbage out». If the data are not meeting the quality 
criteria (accuracy, appropriatness, completeness), there is no reason to draw any business conclusions from it.

• See Solvency II data quality definition.

• Data Governance

• Collecting / ensuring data quality can not be easily achieved → Data strategy

• Statistical / machine learning techniques can help to detect anomalies in data (anomaly, outlier detection).

• Concrete Examples:
• Predict data points and compare with observed value (missForest, missRanger)

• Data strategy

• Data governance
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https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/missRanger/index.html


2 – Usage and access to data

• Usage of some data is not allowed (legal, regulation)

• Having the appropriate / desired data is not the case

• Collaborations with other companies

• Buying external data

• Concrete Examples:
• Submission data for a corporate insurer / reinsurer

• The insured is the data owner, or has the granular data → information asymmetry
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3 – XFT

• Product development means working in cross-functional teams (XFT), where actuaries / data specialists need to help 
design and define a product.

• Just doing the math/pricing is not enough.

• Interest beyond the actuarial core is required.

• Data quality and data collection needs time and care.

• Concrete Examples:
• Shipment goods data

• Swiss Re flight delay insurance

• Swiss Re P&C Analytics (Link), see Impact+
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https://www.swissre.com/reinsurance/property-and-casualty/solutions/pc-analytics-solutions.html


4 – Varia

• Legacy in IT infrastructure and systems

• Legacy in mindset and lack of knowledge about opportunities/limits of Actuarial Data Science

• Sharing/Publish data is difficult than 10 years ago

• Sharing use cases is often not of interest

• Better/more complex algorithms are rarely the biggest challenge for an innovation.

• Concrete Examples:
• No public text data on insurance claims

• For learning, synthetic data are sufficient.

• Synthetic data generators (Simulation Machine, …)
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https://people.math.ethz.ch/~wueth/simulation.html


Take-home message
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Conclusions

• Data Science != Actuarial Science

• Actuaries will collaborate with data scientists as they collaborate with IT, accounting, claims, 
underwriting,…

• Opportunities for additional data, better models and better toolkits

• Data quality/usage/access is a major challenge

• A very well calibrated GLM may still be as good as an advanced machine learning model in terms 
of accuracy.
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Visit
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For actuaries and data scientists in insurance

www.actuarialdatascience.org

http://www.actuarialdatascience.org/
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ADS basics: Articles and repositories

The following articles/repositories are fundamental for entering the topic of Actuarial Data Science (ADS):

• Data Analytics for Non-Life Insurance Pricing, ETH Zurich, M.V. Wüthrich and C. Buser

• AI in Actuarial Science, R. Richman, SSRN, 2018

• ADS Tutorials, SAA, 2018-present

• Insurance Analytics – A Primer, International Summer School of the Swiss Association of Actuaries, 2018

• Insurance Data Science: Use and Value of Unusual Data, International Summer School of the Swiss Association of 
Actuaries, 2019

And do not forget the fundamentals of Statistics vs. Machine Learning:

• Statistical Modeling: The Two Cultures. L. Breimann, Statistical Science 16/3, 199-215, 2001

• To explain or to Predict?, G. Shmueli, Statistical Science 25/3, 289-310, 2010
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https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2870308
https://people.math.ethz.ch/~wueth/
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3218082
https://www.actuarialdatascience.org/ADS-Tutorials/
https://github.com/fpechon/SummerSchool
http://egallic.fr/lausanne/
http://www2.math.uu.se/~thulin/mm/breiman.pdf
https://www.stat.berkeley.edu/~aldous/157/Papers/shmueli.pdf

